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DATE: December 16, 2014 

TO: Board of Trustees 

FROM: Darrel Robertson, Superintendent of Schools 

ORIGINATOR: Mary Michailides, Assistant Superintendent, Support for Schools 

SUBJECT: Year-Round Schooling for At-Risk Students (Response to Request for 

Information #057) 

RESOURCE       

STAFF: Jennifer Allen, Jan Favel, Jan Krysko, Nancy Petersen 

REFERENCE: October 21, 2014 Board Meeting (Trustee Martin) 

 

 
ISSUE 

The following information was requested: provide information on the advantages and 

disadvantages of year-round schooling, especially for at-risk students. 

 
BACKGROUND 

The compilation of data comparing Eastwood/Parkdale students with the City Centre 

Education Project (CCEP) schools became the subject of a trustee initiative in 2007.  In 1999, 

following a three-year pilot of seven Calgary schools operating on a year-round calendar, the 

Calgary Board of Education (CBE) compiled a report on their findings. 

 
CURRENT SITUATION 

In Edmonton Public Schools, Vimy Ridge and Donnan are currently the only year-round 

schools.  These school calendars are driven by the nature of their alternative programs. 

Eastwood and Parkdale were previously year-round schools.  

 

Evidence (Attachment I) collected from Donnan, Eastwood and Parkdale schools demonstrated 

there is no definitive answer to advantages and disadvantages to a modified calendar. 

 

A 2011 review of the impact of year-round schooling in CCEP schools showed that the 

perceived benefits in achievement and attendance due to a modified calendar are not borne out 

by the data.  In all cases, schools with modified calendars scored below the CCEP schools 

without a modified calendar on district Highest Level Achievement Tests (HLATs) and 

Provincial Achievement Tests (PATs).  In addition, attendance of students on the modified 

calendar was lower than those in schools without a modified calendar.  

 

According to a survey of achievement results on the posted Annual Education Results Review, 

data for Elk Island Public School District showed a slight drop in achievement since the 

institution of a modified calendar.  When Elk Island Public School District implemented this 

modified calendar, after the fall break there was no definitive difference in staff attendance or 

absenteeism.  

 

Not captured in the research but expressed and noted by leaders in central services and in the 

schools, was the fact that the systemic disconnect between the District Calendar and the 
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modified calendar posed challenges to service delivery and coordination of meetings and 

communication.  

 

An advantage of a modified calendar as described by Haser and Nasser (2003) was that year-

round schooling can promote teacher motivation and retention.  Edmonton Public School 

teachers involved with year-round schooling reported positive response to the calendar change.  

 

A more in-depth study was conducted in 1999 by CBE after approving a motion to pilot year-

round programs for a three-year duration. Modified calendars were instituted in seven CBE 

schools.  Schools chose to institute either a modified multi-track or single track calendar. The 

rationale was to investigate impact on academic results, teacher and student absenteeism, 

behavioural referrals and cost savings through better utilization of buildings. 

 

The evaluation of the pilot after three years provided information that, while not highly 

indicative of a positive effect, was sufficiently positive to encourage continuation of the 

modified calendars in CBE.  See CBE evaluation document attached (Attachment II). 

 

Regarding the issue of the advantages and disadvantages of year-round schooling for at-risk 

students, research is limited and the definition of at-risk varies across North America. 

Clarification on the District’s definition of at-risk would be required and analyzed before 

proceeding with a calendar change to ensure it will meet district purpose and need.  
 
KEY POINTS 

 CCEP schools on a modified calendar had lower achievement results and attendance than 

CCEP schools on a regular calendar.  

 Four main areas of impact to consider with any change to school calendars are parents, 

student achievement and attendance, school staff and operations. 

 Research is divided as to the advantages and disadvantages of year-round schooling. 

 Research for year-round schooling and its effect on at-risk students, whether positive or 

negative, is limited. The definition of at-risk varies across North America.   

 
ATTACHMENTS & APPENDICES 

ATTACHMENT I  Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of Shortening the Summer 

 Break and Adding a Fall Break, 2011-2012 

APPENDIX I Calgary Board of Education Report to the Education Committee  

 January 19, 1999 
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ATTACHMENT I 

 

Summary of the Advantages and Disadvantages of Shortening the Summer Break and 

Adding a Fall Break 

2011-2012 

 
Below is evidence collected from district year-round schools. Currently Vimy Ridge and 

Donnan are the only year round schools in our District. Eastwood and Parkdale were previously 

year-round schools. 

 
Four main areas of impact of any change to school calendars are parents, students 

(achievement and attendance), school staff, and school operation. Advantages and disadvantages 

are provided below. 

 
Parents 

An obvious initial disadvantage would be childcare arrangements. A second disadvantage 

would be some parents needing to make concessions in holiday planning to be home for school 

start up prior to the traditional September start date. It could be argued that this disadvantage 

would diminish after the initial year of implementation and parents and caregivers would adjust 

as needed. This was noted in anecdotal comments from residents of Elk Island Public Schools 

(EIPS) who adopted an early start and fall break week calendar in the 2008 school year. 

Prior to that, they had two years of partial fall break that included November 11 and an 

equivalent number of days before September to balance the days off in November. 

 
During the 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 school years, a number of Edmonton Public Schools 

stakeholders were consulted related to the transformation of outdated board regulation 

(HCA.BR) into board policy (HCA.BP) and an administrative regulation (HCA.AR). Parents at 

the Key Communicators meeting in March of 2006 insisted that students should not start 

school until September. Indeed most wanted to start after Labour Day, but this would be 

impossible in years when Labour Day falls on the fifth, sixth or seventh day of September with 

current district collective agreements that prevent increasing the length of the school day to 

compensate for fewer instructional days. (e.g., current Alberta Teachers’ Association collective 

agreement sets a maximum of 1,430 minutes of instructional duties per week). 

 
A stated advantage by EIPS parents as well as others who support modified calendar is the 

ability for parents to have a fall vacation with their children at a time when it is not a peak period 

for tourism. 

 
Student Achievement and Attendance 

In this area the research seems divided as to benefit. Again, this is related to what is considered 

year-round schooling and the longer summer break in American schools.  Cooper (1996), in his 

major review of research on summer vacation and achievement found limited if any benefit on 

student achievement from a shortened summer vacation. 

 

Stated advantages to the shortened summer and fall break are a shorter time away from 

studies and the opportunity for students to have a break from the rigour of fall start-up of the 

school year. Again, in anecdotal comments from Elk Island as well as a survey of achievement 

results on the posted Annual Education Results Review data for EIPS shows no significant 

improvement in achievement and indeed a slight drop since the institution of the modified 

calendar.
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A compilation of data undertaken by Student Information and Student Assessment for a 

Trustee initiative in 2007, showed the following results for achievement and attendance in 

modified calendar schools compared to unmodified calendar schools. 
 

Eastwood/Parkdale compared with City Centre Education Project (CCEP) schools 

following the unmodified calendar: 

 The perceived benefits in achievement and attendance due to the modified calendar are not 

borne out by the data. Table 1 reports the HLAT and PAT results for the 2006-2007 

school year for Parkdale/Eastwood compared with the CCEP schools that follow the non-

modified calendar (Abbott, Delton, John A. McDougall, McCauley, Norwood, and Spruce 

Avenue). In all cases, the schools with the modified calendar score significantly below the 

CCEP schools that follow the non-modified calendar. 

 Homeroom attendance for elementary students at Eastwood/Parkdale for the 2006- 2007 

school year was 90.2 per cent compared with 92.7 per cent at CCEP schools that follow an 

unmodified calendar. 

Table 1 - Aggregated HLAT, PAT and Attendance data for the 2006-2007 School Year 

Eastwood and Parkdale Schools Compared with CCEP schools. 

 

Test Instrument Parkdale/  

Eastwood 

Non-Modified  

CCEP 

HLAT Reading at or above grade level 59.0% 64.4% 

HLAT Writing at or above grade level 61.1% 73.4% 

PAT Language Arts meeting standard Grade 3 63.3% 67.5% 

PAT Language Arts meeting standard Grade 6 42.6% 62.0% 

PAT Language Arts meeting standard Grade 9 27.8% 47.5% 

PAT Mathematics meeting standard Grade 3 56.7% 67.3% 

PAT Mathematics meeting standard Grade 6 27.8% 51.7% 

PAT Mathematics meeting standard Grade 9 31.4% 38.1% 

PAT Science meeting standard Grade 6 35.8% 53.7% 

PAT Science meeting standard Grade 9 31.4% 37.1% 

PAT Social Studies meeting standard Grade 6 37.7% 61.2% 

PAT Social Studies meeting standard Grade 9 34.3% 37.1% 

Elementary Home Room Attendance 90.2% 92.7% 
 

Donnan  compared  with  schools  in  the  same  geographical  area  that  follow  the 

unmodified calendar: 

 The perceived benefits in achievement and attendance due to the modified calendar are 

not borne out by the data. Table 2 reports the HLAT and PAT results for the 2006-

2007 school year for Donnan compared with the schools located in the same 

geographical area that follow the non-modified calendar (Clara Tyner, Hazeldean, 

Hardisty, Holyrood, Kenilworth, Mill Creek, and Rutherford). In nine of 12 cases, 

Donnan School scored significantly below the other area schools that follow the non- 

modified calendar. 

 Homeroom attendance for elementary students at Donnan for the 2006-2007 school year 
was 93.3 per cent, compared with 94.5 per cent at the other area schools that follow an 
unmodified calendar. 
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Table 2 - Aggregated HLAT, PAT and Attendance Data for the 2006-2007 School Year 
Donnan School Compared with Schools in the same Geographical area 

 
Test Instrument Donnan Non-Modified 

Schools in Area 

HLAT Reading at or above grade level 84.4% 91.2% 

HLAT Writing at or above grade level 92.8% 92.6% 

PAT Language Arts meeting standard Grade 3 72.7% 92.9% 

PAT Language Arts meeting standard Grade 6 77.1% 93.3% 

PAT Language Arts meeting standard Grade 9 90.9% 84.3% 

PAT Mathematics meeting standard Grade 3 79.5% 89.1% 

PAT Mathematics meeting standard Grade 6 80.0% 88.0% 

PAT Mathematics meeting standard Grade 9 68.2% 75.4% 

PAT Science meeting standard Grade 6 82.9% 87.2% 

PAT Science meeting standard Grade 9 63.6% 77.1% 

PAT Social Studies meeting standard Grade 6 84.3% 94.0% 

PAT Social Studies meeting standard Grade 9 86.4% 75.8% 

Elementary Home Room Attendance 93.3% 94.5% 
 

School Staff and School Operations 
The advantages and disadvantages for school staff and school operations begin with the fall 
break.  Teachers at EIPS in anecdotal conversation have provided strong positive response to 
the break. Edmonton Public Schools teachers involved with year-round schooling and 
modified calendar have reported similar positive response to the fall break. However, it 
should be noted EIPS found that after the institution of a fall break there was no 
significant difference in staff attendance or absenteeism. Haser and Nasser (2003) noted that 
year-round schooling can promote teacher motivation and retention. 

 
Conclusion 
It is difficult to provide a clear picture beyond the obvious positives and negatives of beginning 
school in August and having a fall break. As noted by Shields and Oberg (2003) any district 
wanting to implement a calendar change must “carefully consider whether the selected 
calendar meets the needs of the local area”. With this in mind it is critical that District 
parent, staff and student input must be gathered and carefully analyzed before proceeding 
with calendar change to ensure it will meet district purpose and need.
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